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HELIOZID OCE’ SHOWCASE CUTTING EDGE SOLUTIONS AT SGI DUBAI
In the fast-paced world of Digital Large Format 
printing, staying ahead of the curve is not just an 
aspiration, it’s a necessity. Innovation is the lifeblood of 
progress, and Heliozid Océ Emirates a trailblazing 
leader in the field, has once again proven its 
commitment to pushing boundaries with the launch of 
their groundbreaking new product, Barracuda 5+ from 
Teckwin fastest 5m LELD-UV printer. High Speed with 
Symmetrical heads in 3 rows, Water cooling system for 
the print platform, magnetic head carriage motor, 
vertical cutting knives are some of the features of the 
Barracuda 5+.

At SGI 2023, Heliozid Océ also showcases the latest 
products from Mimaki for the signage and display 
graphics industry of the middle east. Mimaki’s new and 
enhanced products such as the UJF 6042 MK2e A2 size 
flatbed printer for personalizing gift items and the 3.2M 
eco solvent SWJ 3042 printer are some of the products 
on display at the SGI Heliozid Océ stand.

For high volume 1.6 M applications, Heliozid are 
displaying the flexible Canon Colorado 1650 capable 
of printing using UV Gel ink at speeds of up to 160 
square meters per hour. This printer offers excellent 
colour gamut, certified low-odour prints, important for 
indoor usage, and no drying time so no waiting before 

finishing. Apart from its productivity, the Colorado offers an ingenious curing strategy that results in two distinct 
finishes: shiny gloss or velvety matt. Unique in our industry.

In the words of Philippe Husni, MD of Heliozid Océ Emirates, “The new products launched this year by Heliozid 
Océ will redefine the signage industry, delivering hi quality prints at hi speed reducing production time and cost. 
Add to this Heliozid Océ’s dedicated team of consultants and service engineers, our customers will have the 
“best solution and support available to them”

WELLCARE SCORES THE LIME LIGHT WITH THE BIGGEST SPACE IN SGI

Wellcare exhibits the full range of advance solutions using the latest technologies. From Epson Eco Solvent Printer 
to various types of UV Flatbed, Roll to Roll & Hybrid Printers; RUK Flatbed Digital Cutters, Rigmatech CNC Routers, 
Laser Machines, Subtainable Fabric Materials etc. 

All the demo machines were sold out in first day itself. The footfall was good. Expecting more crowd in the coming 
days and more deals to close.
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PHOTO USA ELECTRONIC GRAPHIC
COMPANY BRINGS UNIQUE 
CONCEPTS 

Photo USA is the leading manufacturer of 
sublimation-coated ceramics and all kinds of photo 
sublimation-related products. Established in 1992, 
they pride themselves on being the largest 
sublimation mug provider in the world as they have 
continued to set the industry standard for coated 
sublimation products. They produce and sell 
thousands of products including coated ceramic 
mugs, plates, tiles, ornaments, puzzles, T-shirts, 
keyrings, jewellery boxes etc. You name it, they have 
it! For 31 years, they have led the sublimation industry 
because of their marvellous quality, amazing service, 
terrific pricing, reliable supply stream, and innovative 
ideas. Contact them at sales@meikeda.com to find 
out more about their services.

SABAZU MIDDLE EAST SHOWC-
ASES DIGITAL EXPERTISE 

Sabazu is a highly competent 
e n g i n e e r - m a n a g e d 
company. Today, they serve as 
the exclusive distributors for a 
variety of well-known tools 
and products, including large 
format digital printer, UV 
flatbed printer, UV hybrid 
printer, textile printer, 3D 
printer, Co2 laser cutter, CNC 
machine, fiber laser 
engraving machine, fiber 
lasers cutting and welding 
machine, plasma cutter, 
industrial automation 
controls, robotic solutions, 

glass finishing equipments, furniture manufacturing 
machine, all type of steel fabrication equipment, and 
industrial packing. They have offices and service in 
the UAE, Oman, Bahrain, Qatar, and India. Sabazu 
offers the best after-sales support in the market.



SHANGHAI UNISIGN INDUSTRY 
MATERIAL ROLLS INTO SGI

I WAS A BOTTLE

QINGDAO KINHO PLASTIC AT 
SGI DUBAI 

Kinho Acrylic is a leading manufacturer and exporter 
in Cast Acrylic Sheet. The company has passed the 
GB/T19001-2016/ ISO9001:2015 and certificated by 
TUV. Their main products are Clear Acrylic Sheet 
(luminous transmittance can reach 93.8%) and Color 
Acrylic Sheet (more than 50 different colors). They are 
the largest acrylic sheet factory in north of China, 
having advanced automatic assembly lines and 
using top quality MMA material to supply high 
quality Cast Acrylic Sheet. Their sheets have obtained 
SGS and ROHS certificates, selling well in more than 
60 countries and areas.

Shanghai Unisign Industry Material Co., Ltd. has 
been specializing in banner material for digital 
printing since 2007. Their products contain PVC 
Flex Banner, Vinyl Sticker, Fabric Banner Material, 
and PVC Tarpaulin. Their annual production 
exceeds 120 million square meters. They have 
exported their materials to 90+ countries. 
Customers benefit from their professional sales 
team, with each one being an expert in this field. If 
you are looking for products with quality 
assurance, please contact them at their booth for 
more specific information. 

CHINA’S LED PIONEER BLUEVIEW
 ELEC-OPTIC TECH AT SGI DUBAI 

Blueview Elec-optic 
Tech Co,. Ltd. is the 
pioneer developer 
among the Chinese 
LED Signage and 
Strip Light market 
that not only 
participates but also 
promotes the whole 

LED industry development. Blueview has been 
offering professional integrated and ingenious 
solutions with abundant products including signage, 
lighting products since 2004. To lead the innovation 
trend, Blueview introduced “Smart Control” to its 
products which triggered a major breakthrough for 
the whole LED industry.  They always are in the 
pursuit of faith that ‘Better light could bring Better 
life’ and they never slow down the path for innovation 
and creation.

Event Gift – the only Sustainable Gift and Promotional 
Company in the Middle East that carries more than 
80% of sustainable products. Wide range of products 
made from Recycled Pet Bottles, Recycled PU 
Material, Recycled Stainless Steel, Recycled Milk 
Cartons, Recycled Wheat Straw Material, Recycled 
Coffee Ground, Recycled Paper and Cork Material.
Gift is better especially when you know that you are 
not only PROMOTING YOUR BRAND with nice gifts 
but also knowing THESE GIFTS CARE ABOUT YOUR 
BRAND and the mother nature.



SHANGHAI WEITA INTERNATIO-
NAL TRADING AT SGI

Shanghai Weita International Trading Co., Ltd. was 
founded in 2012. As a member of Shanghai Chamber of 
Commerce for Import and Export, they engage in the 
field of selling chemical products and are one of the 
authorized agents of MITSUBISHI Chemical to sell 
MMA/MAA and other methyl-chemicals in China. In 
order to strengthen the partnership, they are 
committed to promoting cast acrylic sheets to global 
market by OEM on the basis of existing business, which 
are produced by excellent and experienced domestic 
enterprises and conform to world standards. They focus 
on high quality and view creating value for customers. 
WEITA is looking forward to cooperating with you.

BESTSUB TECHNOLOGIES CO., 
LTD. BRINGS CREATIVITY TO SGI 

BestSub, founded in 2000, is a leading 
manufacturer and supplier in the digital printing 
industry with over two decades of experience and 
9 factories. Their extensive range of products 
includes all the blanks and material for 
sublimation, engraving, UV printing, and DTF/DTG 
printing solutions. From drinkware, ornaments, 
large sheet stock, and textiles, to the related heat 
presses, tools, materials, and consumables, all 
meticulously crafted to meet the highest 
standards of quality and durability.  The company 
always keeps an eye on market trends. So far they 
have developed more than 8000+ items and keep 
exploring more possibilities, and have continually 
pushed the boundaries of creativity, enabling 
businesses and individuals alike to bring their 
ideas to life.

FLEX-EUROPA BRINGS INDUSTRY LEADING SOLUTIONS 

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES

Flex-Europa was formed in early 1992 to serve the 
international Sign and Digital Printing Industries. 
Since this time they have been at the forefront of 
development keeping pace with the emergence 
of new digital printing technology. Their 
printable products are now used by industry 
leading printers in printing, in film/theatre back 
drops, backlit and front lit billboards, advertising, 
construction covers, point of sales and many 
more applications. Their aim is to specialise in 
flexible printing substrates and its 
complemented products for the signage, digital 
printing and architectural industries and o�er a 
fully integrated component system. Their moto is 
"Conformance to requirement". Please visit their 
booth to learn mor about their solutions. 

Al Rizq Advertising in Association with Sign 
Pro Launches Product of 2024, Discover Kali 
Sign,  DAP, Trimalco and Vista Systems. 
These are 10 Year warranty products that last 
long.
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